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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: An important concern in Internet-based treatments (IBTs) for emotional disorders is the high
dropout rate from these protocols. Although dropout rates are usually reported in research studies, very few
studies qualitatively explore the experiences of patients who drop out of IBTs. Examining the experiences of
these clients may help to find ways to tackle this problem.
Method: A Consensual Qualitative Research study was applied in 10 intentionally-selected patients who dropped
out of a transdiagnostic IBT.
Results: 22 categories were identified within 6 domains. Among the clients an undeniable pattern arose re-
garding the insufficient support due to the absence of a therapist and the lack of specificity of the contents to
their own problems.
Conclusions: The analyzed content has direct impact on the clinical application of IBTs. A more tailored manage
of expectations as well as strategies to enhance the therapeutic relationship in certain clients are identified as the
two key elements in order to improve the dropout in IBTs. Going further, in the mid and long run, ideographic
interventions would be vital. The present study permits to better grasp the phenomenon of dropout in IBTs and
delineate specific implications both in terms of research, training and practice.

1. Introduction

Internet-based treatments (IBTs) have emerged as an innovative
treatment approach designed to reduce the large number of untreated
people suffering from different mental disorders (Andersson, 2016).
Geographical, cultural, and social barriers can be overcome due to IBTs'
ability to be implemented in multiple contexts, both community and
clinical. A successful dissemination of IBTs would produce a more cost-
effective relationship (Nordgren et al., 2014), leading to a significant
reduction in the mental health care budget (McCrone et al., 2004).
Apart from wide dissemination, IBTs can have a wide range of other
advantages. In relation to client recruitment, online interventions can
bring alternatives to people who avoid consulting a therapist for a
number of reasons, such as stigmatization or other practical concerns.
Thus, flexibility in establishing the framework for the therapy (in terms
of space and time) is an evident facilitator of these kinds of treatments.
In addition, it may be easier to assess clients in IBTs than in face-to-face
therapy because better data monitoring can be carried out, as well as

lower rates of missing data (Andersson and Titov, 2014).
In the past 15 years, a growing body of evidence has shown the

efficacy of these types of treatments (Botella et al., 2000; Marks et al.,
2004). IBTs have been found to be efficacious and effective for a wide
range of disorders (for a review, see Andersson, 2016). Although more
research is needed, in many cases these treatments are found to be
equally as effective as face-to-face approaches (Andersson et al., 2014).
Particularly in the field of emotional disorders (ED) (depression and
anxiety disorders), which are the most prevalent mental disorders
(Wittchen et al., 2011), different IBTs have been developed, with con-
siderable evidence supporting their efficacy (Karyotaki et al., 2017;
Olthuis et al., 2016).

1.1. Focusing on the dark side of the moon

Although IBTs' progress and promising future are undeniable, many
aspects remain to be studied to conclusively show their effectiveness.
Among them, negative effects are a vital factor. Negative effects have
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been studied within clinical psychology (Bergin, 1963), but only re-
cently has emphasis been placed on determining how to prevent and
correct failure in psychotherapy (Barlow, 2010; Lambert, 2010;
Lilienfeld, 2007). Nevertheless, little research has been carried out on
the negative effects of Internet interventions (Rozental et al., 2015). A
recent meta-analysis showed that among the total number of analyzed
clients who received Internet Cognitive Behavior Therapy (ICBT), 5.8%
experienced deterioration (Rozental et al., 2017).

Likewise, an important concern about IBTs is related to the high
rates of non-adherence to these protocols (Christensen et al., 2009; van
Ballegooijen et al., 2014). Dropout rates have consistently been found
to be higher in non-guided IBTs than in guided ones (e.g. Andrews
et al., 2010; Richards & Richardson, 2012). However, previous meta-
analyses yielded average dropout rates of around 20% in guided IBTs
for emotional disorders (e.g., Andrews et al., 2010; van Ballegooijen
et al., 2014), suggesting that there is still considerable room for im-
provement in this regard. Consequently, adherence in general and
treatment dropout in particular should be studied in order to establish
the main stumbling blocks in implementing IBTs, and identify potential
profiles of patients who might benefit from these treatments, compared
to other profiles that could respond adversely to them.

Undoubtedly, client characteristics are of vital importance in con-
ducting an in-depth study of potential barriers to the success of a certain
psychotherapeutic approach (Bohart and Wade, 2013). Conclusive
evidence supports that the less adherent a client is, the worse the
treatment outcomes are (Vermeire et al., 2001; Taylor et al., 2012),
what has been specifically studied in IBTs (Donkin et al., 2011). In this
regard, dropping out has consistently been identified as a predictor of
failure in all the possible dimensions of psychotherapy outcomes. For
instance, in terms of symptomatology, dropout is associated with less
remission and greater worsening of symptoms (McIvor et al., 2004; Reis
and Brown, 1999).

Characteristics associated with patients are numerous, such as
readiness to change or client expectations. Expectations are not only an
important issue in terms of their direct relationship with outcomes
(Constantino et al., 2011), but also due to their link with early termi-
nation or dropout, although more evidence is needed about this finding.
However, studies have shown that clients who do not believe in the
treatment's rationale are more prone to dropping out (Westmacott
et al., 2010), and that educating patients about the expected length of
the treatment may decrease the dropout rate (Swift and Callaghan,
2011).

1.2. Clients' experiences of dropout in IBT

Although many qualitative studies do examine client experiences

from a qualitative perspective (e.g. Knowles et al., 2014), only few have
posed the question on the experience of dropping out an IBT (e.g.
Johansson et al., 2015). To date, the most common approach used in
the research on IBT dropout has been based on quantitative meth-
odologies, particularly regarding the study of predictors (e.g., Alfonsson
et al., 2016; Högdahl et al., 2016; Karyotaki et al., 2015; Melville et al.,
2010).

Examining clients' experiences from a qualitative perspective may
provide more in-depth and clearer answers about the complexity of
treatment dropout. Among the wide range of qualitative methodolo-
gies, Consensual Qualitative Research (CQR) (Hill et al., 2005) has been
shown to be useful for several reasons. First, as in Grounded Theory,
there is a data analysis protocol that provides a clear and precise way of
analyzing the raw data (McLeod, 2013). Additionally, CQR has been
developed by psychotherapy researchers, which makes this approach a
particularly suitable tool for any study within the field. Finally, CQR is
based on consensus as its defining characteristic, which makes it a very
attractive methodology for working in teams with different levels of
experience, from PhDs to graduate students. CQR, unlike phenomen-
ological approaches that focus only on descriptive analysis, includes
interpretation as a way of unraveling the core meaning of clients' or
therapists' experiences (McLeod, 2013).

Thus, the aim of this study is to conduct a qualitative analysis of the
subjective experience of a sample of patients who dropped out of a
transdiagnostic IBT for emotional disorders.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample

Ten patients (8 women, 2 men) who dropped out of a transdiag-
nostic IBT participated in the study. The participants ranged in age from
21 to 59 years old (Mean = 35.4, Standard Deviation = 13.4).
Demographic and clinical characteristics are depicted in Table 1. The
sample was selected by convenience and was obtained from two ran-
domized controlled trials (RCT) that are currently being conducted.

2.2. Treatment

Transversal is a transdiagnostic IBT developed by Labpsitec. The
protocol consists of 12 modules, and participants are encouraged to
complete one module per week. Two RCTs are being conducted using
the protocol. The purpose of one of the RCTs is to analyze the effec-
tiveness of a transdiagnostic IBT compared to treatment as usual as
provided in the Spanish public mental health care system (González-
Robles et al., 2015). The other RCT seeks to study the differential

Table 1
Demographic and clinic characteristics of the 10 participants.

P Gender Age Marital status Education PD CD BDI-IIa OASISb QLIc MOD

#1 Female 23 Single 1 OCD 2 (DD, AD) 8 8 8.4 4
#2 Male 27 Single 3 AD 1 (PD) 8 8 7.6 4
#3 Female 45 Married 2 SAD 2 (MDD, GAD) 37 12 3.5 5
#4 Female 60 Divorced 2 MDD 1 (GAD) 25 1 2.7 9
#5 Female 28 Single 3 MDD 2 (SAD, GAD) 38 11 3 3
#6 Male 23 Single 2 MDD 1 (PD) 33 9 4.5 3
#7 Female 24 Single 4 AD 1 (MDD) 25 13 4.9 5
#8 Female 40 Single 2 SAD 1 (MDD) 42 20 2.6 3
#9 Female 35 Divorced 3 GAD 1 (MDD) 52 12 2.8 8
#10 Female 61 Married 3 GAD 1 (PD) 40 14 5.5 4

Note: P: Participant; Education: 1 (Basic), 2 (Secondary studies), 3 (University studies); PD: Principal diagnosis; OCD: Obsessive-compulsive disorder; AG: Agoraphobia; SAD: Social
anxiety disorder; MDD: Major depressive disorder; GAD: Generalized anxiety disorder; DD: Dysthymic disorder; PD: Panic disorder; CD: Comorbid diagnoses; QLI: Quality of Life
Inventory; MOD: Number of completed modules.

a Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), (Beck et al., 1996).
b Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale (OASIS), (Norman et al., 2006).
c EuroQoL-5D questionnaire (EQ-5D), (Badía, 1999).
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efficacy of a transdiagnostic IBT that includes a treatment component to
enhance positive affectivity in a community sample. In this protocol,
the contents are organized in 16 modules (Díaz-García et al., 2017).
These two studies have three important characteristics in common: 1)
Both treatments target ED, namely, major depressive disorder, dys-
thymic disorder, social anxiety disorder, generalized anxiety disorder,
panic disorder, agoraphobia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and not
otherwise specified mood and anxiety disorders; 2) Both treatments are
based on the transdiagnostic approach to the treatment of ED (Barlow
et al., 2004) for which several studies have shown its the efficacy and
effectiveness in improving symptomatology, functionality, quality of
life, and emotion regulation skills of patients with emotional disorders
in both naturalistic and randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (Dear
et al., 2011; Farchione et al., 2012; Johnston et al., 2011; Titov et al.,
2013); and 3) Both treatment protocols are web-based, self-adminis-
tered treatments with minimum contact/support from a therapist that
consists in a weekly phone call lasting 5 to 10 min to each participant.
These calls aim to resolve technical difficulties or doubts about the use
of the protocol and to encourage the participants to continue doing it.
Besides, a non-human support is delivered through two weekly mobile
phone text messages that are automatically sent and aim to remind the
participants of the importance of reviewing the modules as well as
doing the homework tasks.

2.3. Procedures

Overall, participation was offered to 18 individuals who dropped
out of these two RCTs. Out of the total 18, 10 agreed to participate in
the study. The 8 participants that were offered to participate and de-
clined, adduced the following reasons: 5 did not have time, 2 were not
interested in the study and 1 participant firstly accepted but then was
not reachable so after 3 attempts it was decided to find a new partici-
pant. The contact was made by phone calls. Eligibility criteria included:
a) providing written, informed consent, and b) having dropped out of
the treatment after completing a minimum of 3 modules. This criterion
was established to ensure that every participant had at least minimally
experienced the different aspects of the online intervention, in terms of
clinical content, technical features, therapist support, personal aspects,
and so on. The study was approved by the ethics committee of
Universitat Jaume I.

Five interviews were conducted face-to-face in the laboratory, and
the other five were conducted via videoconference. Each interview
lasted between 40 min and 1 h. All interviews were audio-recorded for
transcription and subsequent codification. The interviews were tran-
scribed verbatim (except for minimal silences or stutters) for all parti-
cipants. At the end of the interview, all the participants received a
monetary compensation of 15 € for their participation.

2.4. Characteristics of interviewers, judges, and auditor

Three graduate students (two males and one female) interviewed
participants and served as judges on the primary team. A full professor
in psychology served as auditor. All of them are authors of the study.
Two of the graduate students had completed a course in qualitative
research where CQR was addressed. The senior researcher is a leading
researcher in the field of Internet interventions. Thus, the primary team
had strong support in discussing the contents, in terms of their in-
volvement in the field of Internet interventions.

Two of the interviewers (ADG&AGR) had previous knowledge of
the participants as the sample was recruited from the respective trials
that each of them is in charge of. So as to ensure an unbiased procedure
in the interviewing process, ADG only interviewed participants that
took part of AGR trial and the other way around. JFA interviewed in-
distinctly, as he did not have previous contact with the participants.
Besides, it must be mentioned that the study was conducted as the
master thesis of the first author (JFA).

2.5. Interview protocol

A semi-structured interview with open-ended questions was de-
signed, following the principles specified in the CQR guidelines (Hill
et al., 2005). As in many other qualitative interviewing processes, the
main purpose of the CQR is to gather information that is as diverse as
possible within certain thematic areas. The CQR is considered a re-
levant first step that may highly coincide with the subsequent domains
(Hill et al., 2005).

As in other semi-structured interviews, the main aim is to delve into
the client's subjectivity while not moving outside certain boundaries
(related to the questions) that may help, afterwards, to compare the
data obtained from all the participants (Knox and Burkard, 2009).

For this study, the interview construction process included initial
discussion among the primary team. The second step was the elabora-
tion of the questions by the three graduate students, and separately by
the full professor. Finally, agreement was reached by comparing the
two lists of questions, trying to balance the greatest number of topics
with the least number of questions.

2.6. Data analysis

As described above, CQR was applied to analyze the narrative
content. The CQR's structure includes two essential aspects. The first is
to set up a team with at least three members, the auditor and two
judges. These roles can be interchangeable, as in the present study. The
second main aspect is to follow specific steps to establish the domains,
the core ideas, and the cross categories.

To report the study, the Consolidated criteria for reporting quali-
tative research (COREQ), proposed by Tong et al. (2007), were followed
(see Supplementary Table 1).

The procedure consisted of audiotaping, transcribing, and coding
the interviews.

The categories were labeled general if they applied to all ten cases,
typical if they applied to at least half but not all of the participants (5 to
9), and variant if they applied to less than half (1 to 4).

3. Results

Domains, categories, and illustrative core ideas make up the three
aspects of the CQR. In all, 22 categories were found, 3 of which were
general, 5 typical, and 14 variant. Table 2 shows the results of the
qualitative analysis.

3.1. Past experiences with psychotherapy

Past experiences with psychotherapy include any form of psycho-
logical assistance received by the participants, regardless of the context,
the duration, or the format. Previous treatments of close relatives or
friends were also taken into consideration because these types of in-
direct experiences may also have some kind of influence on the patient's
representations (such as motivation, expectations, or attitudes toward
therapy). The diverse experiences expressed by the patients were clas-
sified in three categories: positive, negative, and ambivalent.

Positive (Variant): This category refers to the fact that the clients
experienced past psychotherapies as something that helped them. For
example, one participant (#8) claimed:

Interviewer: Regarding your experience, how was it?

Participant: Completely positive. Positive. He was a cognitive be-
havioral therapist. That was his framework. For now, I had to quit
because currently I am not working, and I couldn't afford the
treatment. I had gone to around 15 sessions, one per week. The
therapist was an essential part of that treatment.

Interviewer: Sure. He helped you.
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Participant: A lot.

Negative (Variant): This category includes either psychotherapy
experiences that did not work on the client (i.e. the fact that the patient
experienced past psychotherapies as something that did not help him/
her) or explicit “negative aspects” (i.e. negative experiences stemming
from either the characteristics of the therapy or the therapeutic re-
lationship). Whereas a negative overall result of the therapy involves an
objective or subjective feeling of deterioration, negative aspects could
be part of a whole process whose final result may or not be adverse.

Participant (#3): “Actually, I didn't stay long in that therapy because
I didn't feel good. I didn't feel comfortable enough with the therapist
to open up.”

Ambivalent (Variant): Although this seems to be a straightforward
issue, this is not the case because some answers are full of nuances. A
client (#10) gives an illustrative example of how ambivalent an answer
can be:

“Client: I have been once, actually twice, to a psychologist. The first
time was many years ago (15 or 18 years ago) due to problems re-
lated to my job. The second time was when I was referred to this
study. Before coming here, I had been to a psychologist who talked
to me about the study. I didn't stay long in the therapy because I
didn't have enough trust in the psychologist to open up to him.
There are people you talk to and you notice that you can rapidly
trust them. But I didn't feel comfortable with him. He didn't even
talk much. I used to arrive at his office, and I started giving my
speech. He just said: “all right, see you next week”. If therapy is for
that, I have friends, you know? Maybe it was the appropriate
therapy, but I didn't like to have that kind of interaction.

Interviewer: So, if you had to say whether your general experience
with the therapy was positive or negative, what would you say?

Client: Positive.

Interviewer: You can be absolutely honest.

Client: Yes, it was positive. I would tell you otherwise.”

3.2. Reasons for dropout

All the patients talked about the reasons that led them to drop out of
the online treatment. It must be mentioned that the principal aim of the
study was not only to examine the reasons clients dropped out, but also
to look into the feelings and experiences they had during the treatment.
Three categories emerged from the interviews:

Logistic reasons (Variant): This category encompasses space and
time limitations, as well as Internet connection problems. One partici-
pant (#2) expressed it in these words:

“I couldn't finish the treatment because I moved to England for work
reasons. In my room, I didn't have Internet connection”.

Insufficiently addressing the client's concerns (Variant): Referring to
the fact that the online treatment was not able to provide answers to the
participant's case-specific reasons for seeking help. As an example,
participant #4 concluded:

“I needed a therapy that could better address what I felt. It didn't
give me a specific answer to my worries”.

Low levels of supportiveness (Variant): i.e. referring to the reduced
ability of online therapy, compared to face-to-face therapy, to make the
patients feel protected, understood, and listened to. A client (#1) ex-
pressed it in the following way:

“From my point of view, the contact with the therapist was an es-
sential aspect of therapy. Therefore, I lost all my interest in the
therapy and didn't want to continue”.

Ineffectiveness of the treatment (Variant): This category includes
those participants who stated that the treatment was not working on
them. Some put this into words in the following way (participant #8):

Table 2
Domains, categories and illustrative ideas of the 10 participants.

Domains Categories/(frequency) Illustrative core idea

Past experiences with psychotherapy Positive experiences Typical (5) All previous therapies had helped the P
Negative experiences Variant (3) P expresses that he just talked about how in the past week had not had any

guidelines to follow
Ambivalent experiences Variant (2) P claims that maybe the therapy she received in the past was appropriate, but she

didn't like the kind of interaction she had with the therapist
Reasons given for dropout Insufficiently addressing the client's concerns

Variant (4)
The program did not provide the P with specific information about her problems

Logistic reasons Variant (2) P moved to another country where he did not have Internet connection
Low levels of supportiveness Variant (2) P needed more contact with a therapist
Ineffectiveness of the treatment Variant (2) P expressed that the treatment was not working on him/her

Expectations before receiving an online
treatment

Negative Variant (4) P was not confident that a machine could help her
Positive Variant (3) P says that he started the treatment thinking that the online therapy would help
Ambivalent Variant (3) P said that he did not have any particular expectations about the online treatment

Facilitators of online therapy Specific elements of the online treatment
Typical (8)

P said that the contents were very well organized

Flexibility Typical (7) P states that it is not necessary to follow any specific schedule
Dissemination Variant (3) P states that it can be useful to reach more people in a more economical way

Barriers to online therapy Lack of individualization General (9) P says the treatment would have worked if it had been more personalized
Feedback from the therapist General (9) P highlights that the therapist did not tell her whether she was progressing well or

not
Technical aspects Variant (4) P complains that videos load slowly
Lack of supportiveness Typical (7) P feels that the online treatment is cold and impersonal
Feedback from the online treatment Variant
(3)

P states that the program did not give her feedback about what she was doing well

Strategies to improve online therapy Individualization of treatment General (9) P states that the treatment should include more examples related to her problem
Technical aspects Variant (2) P expresses that the font used for the text was too small and basic
Flexibility in the delivery approach Typical
(7)

P states that the program should be more interactive

Specific elements of the online treatment
Variant (5)

P expresses that it would be useful to combine the online treatment with face-to-face
sessions when necessary
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“I was feeling that the therapy wasn't going to help me with my
problems. I thought it could lead me to be even more anxious and
that it wasn't going to be beneficial for me. So, I felt that I was going
to waste my time if I continued”.

3.3. Expectations before receiving the online treatment

Three main categories were found within this domain: Positive ex-
pectations, Negative expectations, and Ambivalent or Neutral ex-
pectations.

Positive (Variant): This category captures all the patients who
started with high expectations.

Negative (Variant): By contrast, this category captures all the an-
swers referring to low expectations.

Neutral/Ambivalent (Variant): Neutral refers to expectations that
cannot be identified as either positive or negative, whereas ambivalent
is a mixture of both positive and negative feelings. An illustrative ex-
ample of this ambivalence is shown in the following extract (participant
#5):

“I called and I was told that face to face therapy… Is it called that?
That face to face therapy was full and a new method was being
launched and being offered… this online therapy… Well, to be
honest at the beginning I was… I was reluctant because I was aiming
to talk with someone (a therapist) and explain to them what I was
feeling and what I was experiencing. But I thought to myself… it
may be OK, I will try, it might be OK… That's why I accepted, and I
started the treatment”.

Within these categories, some trajectories could be identified com-
paring the beginning of the treatment and the course of the treatment.
The trajectory is relevant because it can reflect changes during the
treatment, which is probably the most decisive aspect when considering
expectations in different contexts, but also in psychotherapy. Three
trajectories were identified: a) Some clients tend to worsen their initial
positive expectations; b) Others start and finish with low expectation
levels; and c) Others start and finish with positive expectations. As an
illustrative example of the first trajectory identified, a client (#1) used
the following words:

“I had great expectations, but I was disappointed. I would call it “the
collapse of a myth””.

3.4. Perceived facilitators of online therapy

In this domain, clients were asked about the advantages of Internet-
based treatments in order to identify the perceived benefits. Three ca-
tegories were created within this domain.

Flexibility (Typical): Participants referred to aspects of the online
treatment that provide more adaptability, such as accessibility from
anywhere and at any time. Some participants valued the fact that they
did not need to follow a specific schedule, and also that this kind of
therapy was much less time-consuming than other formats such as in-
dividual face-to face treatments.

Specific elements of the online treatment (Typical): Aspects asso-
ciated with the contents (e.g. techniques, exercises, or clinical vign-
ettes) or the format (e.g. videos) of the treatment. In this regard, some
clients felt that the contents of the therapy were very well organized,
that the intervention was adequate, and that it also allowed them to
make their own self-assessment. The following example illustrates this
category (participant #9):

“Interviewer: Can you tell me a little bit about your experience with
the online treatment?

Client: My experience… In general, I am satisfied because I think the
online treatment we are talking about was… it was well done… I

mean, the treatment properly addressed topics like emotions, as-
sertiveness, and so on…The tasks were also very well organized, and
the questionnaires were really useful because you can see your re-
sults instantly… In general, it was a good experience.”

Dissemination (Variant): The last category that emerged in this
domain referred to the potential of IBTs to reach more people in a more
cost-effective way.

3.5. Barriers to online therapy

One of the main aims of this study is to delve into obstacles per-
ceived by clients who dropped out; therefore, a central domain to ex-
amine was Barriers to online therapy. It could be of paramount im-
portance in helping to explain what might interfere with IBTs'
acceptance, implementation, and, finally, effectiveness. Four main ca-
tegories stemmed from this domain:

Lack of individualization (General): This category included all the
illustrative core ideas related to the therapy's inability to address the
client's specific concerns, symptoms, problems, questions, or doubts.
That is, a lack of tailored or personalized interventions. All the patients
mentioned this category as a major shortcoming of this kind of ap-
proach. An example provided by a participant (#1) was:

“Interviewer: Do you think IBTs can work?

Client: No. Based on what I think, no.

Interviewer: Why?

Client: Just because of it. Let's see, everything is too general, and it's
a very important factor. Those of you who do believe in these kinds
of treatments should take into account that not everyone is the
same. So, some people may need more treatment, others less. For
example, emotion regulation, which is what the treatment was
based on… not everyone functions in the same way.

Interviewer: Mhm…

Client: Yeah, it's too general. Everyone… Emotion regulation. Some
common standards are applied to everyone. Maybe I am a weirdo, I
don't know.

Interviewer: No, of course not. That's your opinion and it's valid.

Client: So, summarizing my idea… I think the treatment was too
general, and not everyone is alike or at the same level.”

Feedback from the therapist (General): This category involves the
transmission of evaluative or corrective information given to the client
in an unsystematic way, rather than using some kind of routine out-
come monitoring assessment, as Lutz et al. (2015) described. The fol-
lowing extract illustrates this category:

“Interviewer: Did you feel the need for therapist contact while you
were receiving the online treatment?

Client: Well… I think I need to be in contact with a professional very
often because I tend to… I don't know the proper words, but I tend
to become unstable quite often. I mean… to become unstable be-
cause I feel depressed, and I need a professional to tell me: “This
happened because of that”, “don't worry because nothing is wrong”.

Interviewer: So, you mean that the online treatment did not fulfill
that need.

Client: No, it didn't. I've told you about it before. There are very
different kinds of people. There are people who know how to solve
their doubts, but people like me need someone to tell us “you are
wrong”, “you are making a mistake”. Maybe it is a lack of maturity, I
don't know…”

Lack of supportiveness (Typical): All the statements about problems
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due to the lack of a therapeutic bond were classified within this cate-
gory.

One participant (#8) stated this clearly:

“Apart from advice you are provided… It is as I said before, it is
necessary to have a therapist behind to push you a bit, to give
support, to encourage you. That's very important, extremely im-
portant. Otherwise I don't think I could benefit from a treatment.”

Feedback from the online treatment (Variant): As some of the par-
ticipants stated, online treatments can lead to less involvement by the
clients due to the lack of regular contact with a therapist. Thus, some of
them stated that it was an obstacle that the treatment itself did not
provide more feedback on the exercises, as well as on their progress.

Technical aspects (Variant): This category assembles all the diffi-
culties encountered by the participants in the use of the system. An
illustrative example of this is expressed by a participant who said that
“videos were too slow”. Other features are more related to the difficulty
of following the materials due to the density of the text.

3.6. Strategies to improve online therapy

This is the last domain identified within the interviews, and it refers
to possible strategies to improve clients' adherence to treatment and,
thus, reduce dropout rates in these kinds of interventions. In this do-
main, participants described four main categories. Logically, this do-
main is consistent with the Barriers domain because many of the per-
ceived limitations of the treatment are addressed in this domain as
possibilities for improvement in the future.

3.6.1. Individualization of treatment (General)
As in other domains, such as Barriers and Reasons for dropout, lack of

individualization is the most compelling issue to address in IBTs. Hence,
some participants express the need for treatments that can adapt their
contents to specific needs, particularly matching the content of the
modules to their specific cases.

3.6.2. Technical aspects (Typical)
It was consistently found throughout the interviews that some

participants were not satisfied with the system. This can definitely be
improved in the future, as long as technology continues to develop.
Some of the ideas expressed by the patients are related to the pre-
sentation of the content, such as increasing the dynamic aspect by in-
cluding more videos, or presenting texts in a more attractive way.

3.6.3. Flexibility in the delivery approach (Typical)
This domain contains aspects that may help to improve the treat-

ment and features of the way it is delivered. For instance, a client stated
that it would have been better if he had received the IBT combined with
face-to-face sessions when necessary.

3.6.4. Specific elements of the online treatment (Variant)
In line with the obstacles related to the contents or delivery formats

of these contents, participants defended the need to find a way to im-
prove these kinds of treatments. Clients also mentioned the importance
of increasing the interaction with the program as a way of enhancing
treatment adherence.

4. Discussion

This study analyzes clients' experiences in the process of dropping
out of an Internet-based treatment. Although Internet-based treatments
have been shown to be effective, only a few studies have focused on
potential barriers to their implementation (e.g. Montero-Marín et al.,
2015) and possible negative effects (e.g. Rozental et al., 2017). Hence,
qualitative research is a useful tool with which to reflect on this topic in
an exploratory way (McLeod, 2013). In general, the answers given by

the clients express important commonalities that may contribute to
research and practice.

First, it should be mentioned that all the participants had previous
experiences with psychotherapy. Positive, negative, and ambivalent
experiences emerged as categories, and so no pattern was identified in
this domain. Although in all cases these previous experiences were in
face-to-face approaches, previous findings suggest that even clients
with experience with an IBT would prefer face-to-face therapy if they
could choose between these two delivery methods (Wallin et al., 2016).
In any case, the novelty of IBTs is a key aspect when evaluating this
approach because patients who enter the treatment may be uncertain
about the unknown or have unrealistic expectations about what the
treatment entails. Expectations, in any kind of therapeutic process, are
thought to play an instrumental role in the treatment outcome
(Constantino et al., 2011). In this regard, some authors have suggested
that more emphasis should be placed on the management of expecta-
tions in these types of treatments (Ekberg et al., 2016; Montero-Marín
et al., 2015). Thus, therapists in charge of admitting new clients to IBTs
should thoroughly describe the implications and potential of the
treatment. Because expectations have been found to be a key predictor
of adherence to Internet interventions (Beatty and Binnion, 2016), the
way therapists manage them should be taken into consideration.

Although scant research has examined specifically non-adherence
from a qualitative perspective, prior research also emphasized ex-
pectations, suggesting that they may have an influence on adherence
(Johansson et al., 2015).

Therapists should capitalize on providing reasonable and realistic
therapeutic rationales. Thus, it might be worthwhile to apply a strati-
fied strategy, depending on the clients' profiles. Currently, all admis-
sions are carried out equally, regardless of their socio-demographic or
clinical characteristics (e.g. Díaz-García et al., 2017, González-Robles
et al., 2015). Taking into account previous research on dropout in IBTs
and socio-demographic characteristics such as being male or having low
educational levels (Beatty and Binnion, 2016; Karyotaki et al., 2015), or
clinical characteristics such as personality traits (Högdahl et al., 2016),
or comorbidity with anxiety symptoms (Karyotaki et al., 2015), specific
types of treatment introductions and better expectations management
could be carried out. Previous research in this regard for face-to-face
approaches has shown that it is possible to start making a systematic
use of the available data in order to customize the treatments (Rubin
et al., 2016; Zilcha-Mano et al., 2016).

It is also important to take into account not only the expectations at
the beginning of the treatment, but also their tendency to change
during it. Therefore, both perspectives should be considered. The
former perspective expresses to what extent clients expect the treatment
to be beneficial for them in solving the problems that motivated them to
seek help. The latter is important to examine how the client's ex-
pectations can interact with the course of the treatment. In this regard,
in a face-to-face approach, therapists can foresee the wide range of
feelings, thoughts, desires, and needs of the patients and deliberately
intervene in an appropriate way (Lambert, 2013). Although the type of
IBTs used for this study only involves minimal support by a therapist as
explained in the methods, exploring whether the treatment meets the
client's expectations is an important issue because it could increase
adherence. In fact, as the results show, three trajectories were identi-
fied. The three cases where expectations did not decrease (#2, #6 and
#9) are consistent with those whose reasons for dropout were not re-
lated to limitations of the treatment protocol, but rather to logistic
reasons. Hence, the way therapists introduce an objective picture of
potential advantages and limitations of the treatment becomes im-
portant in producing reasonable expectations in the client.

The analyzed interviews also reveal that the main Reasons given for
dropout by the patients overlap with the perceived Barriers of the online
treatment and with the Strategies to improve online therapy. All the ideas
captured in these domains highlight a major drawback in the process of
building the therapeutic alliance in IBTs. All the participants clearly
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identify the common feature of the absence of a therapist. Clients tend
to compare this situation to traditional face-to-face approaches, which
they find substantially more positive in this regard.

Nevertheless, different perspectives are identified related to this
issue. Whereas some clients mention a lack of individualization of the
treatment as a major drawback, which is consistent with previous re-
search (Montero-Marín et al., 2015), others put a greater emphasis on
the lack of supportiveness. The former is associated with the content
received during the treatment that may not target the specific problems
of the participants, whereas the latter is related to the lack of affective
and personal contact with the therapist.

The reasons to understand why the clients express a lack of in-
dividualization are twofold. First, the online platform provides a non-
interactive treatment, and thus the clinical examples and exercises are
not adapted to the patient's clinical or socio-demographic character-
istics. Second, the protocol implemented is based on a transdiagnostic
approach that seeks to deliver the same treatment for different clinical
symptoms (all ED). Although there is a strong and supported psycho-
pathological rationale for its use (Harvey et al., 2004), as well as con-
clusive evidence of its efficacy and effectiveness both for traditional and
online therapy (Andersen et al., 2016; Newby et al., 2015; Newby et al.,
2016; Păsărelu et al., 2017), it may constitute a barrier to deliver more
personalized contents.

With regard to the lack of supportiveness, it is evident that it is
related to the minimal human contact provided by the treatment. In this
sense, whereas an enhanced personalization can potentially be im-
proved by further developing cutting-edge technology (e.g. tailored
contents using algorithmic strategies), there is controversy about
whether a strong affective relationship can be deployed at all through
an IBT approach (Berger, 2017). There is even controversy about the
relationship between therapeutic alliance and the outcome in IBTs. The
existing data on this issue are contradictory (Sucala et al., 2012), unlike
face-to-face therapy, where it is a robust predictor of change, ac-
counting for 0.27 of the variance (Horvath et al., 2011). When con-
sidering therapists' perspectives of the importance of the therapeutic
alliance in e-therapy, the answers show that they consider the ther-
apeutic alliance to be an extremely important aspect, both in face-to-
face treatments and IBTs. However, as shown by previous research,
therapists do not feel confident about their ability to build a strong
alliance within an IBT (Sucala et al., 2013).

Accordingly, much more research shall be conducted to better elu-
cidate how alliance, outcome and other explanatory variables may in-
teract in IBTs. To do so, it should be taken into account the abundant
existing research in this regard for face-to-face therapies throughout
decades (e.g. Muran and Barber, 2010; Rossetti and Botella, 2017). In
fact, both face-to-face approaches alliance (Sharf et al., 2010) and
poorer alliance expectations (Zilcha-Mano et al., 2016) were found to
be predictors of dropout.

All in all, these points are summarized in a specific example given
by a participant (#4):

“Well, I start very motivated. Maybe only due to my need to im-
prove. When I am not doing well, I always look for alternatives,
different kind of alternatives. I got interested in this treatment due
to its novelty. And it was working on me, but I encountered a ma-
chine, time and again. I needed a person. I needed the therapeutic
relationship.”

This 60-year-old woman dropped out in module 9, after completing
75% of the program. In her case, expectations were high, and her
motivation was evidently high. Likewise, she was considered to be
improving throughout the treatment. Nevertheless, the weakness of the
therapeutic relationship was a decisive aspect in her decision to drop
out. While the perceived necessity of a therapist may be undeniable, it
is also possible to consider that the experience and the reasons for early
withdrawal could be influenced by the syndrome treated. It may be the
case that a depressed patient is more prone to procrastination or an

anxious patient is more sensitive to interpret experiences of exposure as
adverse events.

Results also indicate the presence of facilitators of online therapy
within the domains. However, according to our results, none of these
facilitators was sufficiently decisive to keep clients from dropping out.
Although it seems rather logical, it can be argued that if more facil-
itators were provided, dropout rates could decrease, even if barriers
were still perceived. This hypothesis relies on basic decision-making
theory and classical conditioning theory, which support the idea that
people are influenced by gain-loss effects (Hastie and Dawes, 2010) and
conditioned by positive reinforcement and punishment (Skinner, 1958).
Moreover, categories such as Flexibility can be perceived as positive by
clients, which is consistent with previous studies exploring the moti-
vations to persist with IBTs (Wilhelmsen et al., 2013). In order to im-
prove the design and implementation of these treatments to reduce non-
adherence and maximize effectiveness, clients' experiences can provide
an insightful perspective. In this regard, and consistent with the need
for more personalized treatments, clients expressed the importance of
matching the participant's answers to the program's contents. Similar to
face-to-face approaches, if technological advancements make it pos-
sible, algorithms to generate expected outcome curves could make
useful contributions to personalizing program contents and to better
specifying all assessment processes (DeRubeis et al., 2014; Delgadillo
et al., 2016). That is, principally permitting an interaction between
clients' initial assessment and their evolution with the treatment's
content. The potentialities of applying complex statistical developments
and data mining techniques may provide with vital answers for IBT's
delivery (Mohr et al., 2013). A well-developed example is an emerging
mobile phone intervention design, called the just-in-time adaptive in-
tervention (JITAI; Nahum-Shani et al., 2014). In this sense, some initial
progress has been made with online assessment and diagnostic system
within a web-based population and even with regard to posttreatment
attrition and its predictors (Al-Asadi et al., 2014, 2015).

4.1. Study limitations

First, although this limitation is shared by most qualitative studies,
the retrospective answers given by participants are a major methodo-
logical limitation. Retrospective recollection of experiences is subject to
strong biases depending on the participant's awareness of the past
event. Moreover, the way clients express these recalled ideas can also
be inaccurate or conflict with their inner thoughts. In addition, the data
obtained rely only on participants' willingness to disclose information.
Thus, the interviewer's ability becomes a key aspect in qualitative ap-
proaches (Knox and Burkard, 2009). Another issue is that a convenience
sample was recruited. It must be mentioned that clients who were
reached and did not agree to take part in the study may have expressed
different ideas about their adherence experience that would also been
worth investigating. Nevertheless, representativeness in qualitative re-
search is not equally determinant as in quantitative research. The key
feature for qualitative research is data saturation which means that data
collection should be in pursuit until no new conceptual insights are
generated. In the case of this study the last analyzed interview did not
produce an increase in the number of domains, so no more interviews
were conducted. Besides, with regard to the sample size, CQR guideline
were followed which recommends samples of 8–15 participants.

4.2. Future directions

It would be quite useful to examine the experiences of clients who
finished the whole treatment. Completers can be divided into two main
groups. On the one hand, some participants show significant improve-
ments on the pre-post treatment measures. On the other hand, some
participants either do not improve, or they even deteriorate. By de-
scribing successful treatments, these participants may shed light on the
key factors that contribute to producing client change. Regarding
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completers who showed worsening, it would be relevant to differentiate
reasons for dropout from iatrogenic components of the treatment.
Previous studies may contribute to addressing these further questions
(e.g. Donkin and Glozier, 2012; Wilhelmsen et al., 2013).

It is also important to take into account therapists' experiences at
different care levels, such as primary care settings (Gellatly et al., 2017;
Montero-Marín et al., 2015), specialized care (Gellatly et al., 2017; Kivi
et al., 2015) and rural contexts (Sinclair et al., 2013). Adherence de-
pends not only on the client's willingness to take part in these kinds of
treatments and on the specific contents of the treatments, but also on
the clinician's perspectives and active involvement.

4.3. Implications for practice, training, and research

In terms of practice, the use of IBTs in general, and transdiagnostic
IBTs in particular, is expected to increase within the mental health field,
particularly in public health systems, such as the IAPT in UK (NICE,
2009). Thus, one of the most relevant aspects to take into consideration
is therapist training. Even in self-guided treatments, some kind of
support is always provided. Therapists giving support should be trained
to better introduce the program. This key aspect may lead to better
management of expectations, which, in light of previous studies and
consistent with our results, may play an instrumental role in clients'
adherence. In addition, these types of studies should include patient's
suggestions in future research designs in order to better address an
unattended aspect of Evidence Based Practice (Swift and Greenberg,
2015). To achieve this aim it must be essential to incorporate the al-
ready developed lines on user-centered designs (De Vito Dabbs et al.,
2009), person-based approaches (Yardley et al., 2015) or practice or-
iented research (Castonguay et al., 2013), all facets that incorporate the
needs of all stakeholders.

Finally, the study may also contribute to the discussion about ad-
verse effects in IBTs (Rozental et al., 2017), emphasizing the need to
further develop this line of research.

5. Conclusion

It is doubtless that more personalized treatments shall be delivered
to increase adherence rates. Thus, there is a clear need to determine for
whom IBTs may work as well as any other psychotherapeutic inter-
vention (Norcross and Wampold, 2011), carrying out more studies on
moderators, mediators, and mechanisms of change (Mogoase et al.,
2017). It is essential to continue the development of systems and
platforms that can reproduce therapeutic settings as closely as possible
(Andersson and Titov, 2014) and address patients' specific needs. In
fact, Internet interventions were initially designed to provide with
personalized treatments (Andrews and Williams, 2014), in other words,
to better adapt the contents of the treatment to the needs of the client.
As Kazdin and Blase (2011) point out, a great effort should be made to
find a balance between effectiveness and dissemination, but without
ignoring the client's preferences (APA, 2006). To achieve that aim it
will be indispensable to integrate unconnected research lines such as
IBTs and Ecological Momentary Assessment under a common con-
ceptual model (Mohr et al., 2014). All in all, IBT, as a research area, is
still in its infancy. Hence, many aspects will require study in the near
future, in order to develop a promising field that can be a key tool for
coping with current mental health challenges.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.invent.2017.09.001.
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